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W. WEISS finite subset of S has a lower bound. A subset D of P is called dense iff for each peP there is some element of D less than or equal to p. If {D a : a < Λ:} is a collection of dense of subset of P, a subset G of P is called {D a : a < /r}-generic iff D a f] G Φ 0 for each a < K.
Another useful axiom is variation of <>> called ζ> ω2 (E) . We let E -{ae ω 2 : cf (a) -ω}.
<y W2 (E) . There is a sequence {X a :aeE} such that each X a Qa and for any X £ ω 2 {αe£I=lnα) is stationary in ω 2 . PROPOSITION 1. // ZFC is consistent, so is ZFC plus MA (σ-centered) plus 2*° = fc$ 2 plus ζ} ω2 (E) .
Proof, This seems to be folklore. The model needed can be the "usual" model of Martin's axiom plus 2*° = V$ 2 where the iterated forcing is done over a ground model of V = L. A modification of the proof of Theorem 7 of Chapter 18 in [2] shows that this model is a model of O^ (E) .
•
The role of y$ 2 in the collection of axioms in Proposition 1 might be played, in this article, by any regular uncountable cardinal, but for concreteness we choose to assume 2 Ko = ^2. These assumptions are used by Hajnal and Juhasz for a topological theorem of a completely different nature in [4] . PROPOSITION Proof. This too is folklore. Briefly, let /: ω 2 -> ω 2 x ω 2 be any bisection. Let S a = {first coordinates of elements of /"X α } and T a{second coordinates of elements of f"X a }.
Then for any two subsets S and T of ω 2 {a eE:
} which must therefore be stationary.
We denote the real numbers by R and the rationale by Q, In [5] , Lusin sets are used to construct a Dowker space. Here, we use:
Proof. Folklore again. Note that the hypotheses imply that R is not the union of ^ V$i nowhere dense sets and then make a simple modification to the usal inductive construction of a Lusin set.
We now do the promised construction. We will eventually define a topology τ on a subset X of L\J Q, where L is as given in Proposition 3. Fix ^ as a well ordering of L. Let {A a : a e ω 2 \E} enumerate {A C L: \A\ < V$ 2 } with each A being repeated fc$ 2 times. In addition, let {B a : a e o) 2 \E} enumerate all countable sequences of subsets of Q. Finally, let {(S a , T a ):aeE} be as in Proposition 2.
From now on we shall assume ZFC plus MA (σ-centered) plus 2*° = ^2 plus Oω 2 (E) .
We shall define the topology τ on J£iUQ by recursively defining a sequence of points {x a : aeω 2 } Q L and topologies τ β on X β = {x a : a e β} U Q, for all β e ω 2 . Simultaneously we define a collection {C a : a e ω 2 \E} of subsets of L\J Q and a function p:X->ω recursively.
The inductive hypothesis is that for all a < β (ii) τ β refines the Euclidean topology on X β , (iii) Q is dense in (X β , τ β ), (iv) τ β is a locally compact, locally countable topology, ( v) each C a is a clopen subset of (X β , τ β ), (vi) p(x a ) = n implies there exists Ueτ a+1 such that for all y e U ρ(y) ^ n.
(vii) for all finite F £ β, Q\\JCCBFCCC is dense in the Euclidean topology on R.
We shall make the construction so that each subset of L of cardinality < fc$ 2 is contained in some C a .
We begin the construction by letting X o = Q and r 0 the discrete topology on Q.
At limit ordinals λ, including λ = ω 29 we let τ λ be the topology on X λ = U {X β : βex} generated by \J{τ β : βex}.
The inductive hypothesis is easily seen to be satisfied. All the action takes place at successor stages and there are two cases to consider: first, when β = a + 1 for some aeE and second, when β = a + 1 for some At stage a + 1 when aeE we consider (S a , T a } and an increasing sequence {a n : n e ώ) converging to α. Let P be the set of all pairs </, g} such that (i) / is a finite partial function from a into ω, (ii) g is a finite partial function from co into β), and (iii) for all ξ e dom /, for all n e dom g, n> f(ζ) implies
with the partial ordering of function extension in both coordinates.
Let /?! = {</, flr>: fedom/}. Clearly each D\ is dense in P. Now, if </ 2 , ^> and </ 2 , ^> are elements of P and /i and f 2 are compatible as functions, then </i U / 2 , ^> is in F. Hence for each g, {</, 9}'-9 -Q) is isomorphic to the partial order of finite partial functions from a into ω ordered by set containment, and so P is σ-centered.
By MA (cr-centered), there is a G £ P generic for all D\ and D\. Let F = U {/: for some #, </, #> e G} and G = U {^: for some /, </, 0> 6 (?}.
Let C7 % = F(w, G(n)). For each feα there is some neω such that
• Returning to the construction, let {O s (w): w GO)} refine {U n : n eω] of Lemma 1 such that
Similarly obtain {O t (n):neω} with each t n e0 t (n).
Let For each M, {(M, />: M = M} is isomorphic to the partial order of finite partial functions from a into a) ordered by set containment, and hence P is σ-centered.
Hence by MA (σ-centered) there is a G £ P which is generic with respect to the above-mentioned dense sets. Let Q* -U {M: there is some / such that (M, /> e G}, and let F -\J {/: there is some M such that (M, /> e 6?}. Then Q* is dense and for each ζ < α, (Q* ΓΊ C ζ ) S {q n : n < F(ξ)}. Π
We can now pick any x e L\X a and find {p n : neω} £ Q* from Lemma 2 such that {p n } -> Λ in the Euclidean topology. Let ίu α = a and let F w ={x α } U {p n : n^m}. Let τ α+1 be generated by τ a U {F w : meω} and let ^(» α ) = 0 to satisfy the inductive hypothesis in this case.
We can now proceed to stage a + 1 where a$E. We must do two things: define x a and τ a+1 and define C a .
Embarking on the first task, let's consider B a = (B°a, Bl, Bl, •>. Using Lemma 2 obtain Q* £ Q, dense, such that C ζ Π Q* is finite for each ξ < a. There are now two cases to consider.
Case (a). Each xeL\X a is in the Euclidean closure of only finitely many of the sets ΰί Π Q*, iβα). In this case let x a be any element of L\X a . Pick {p n : neω} £ Q* such that {p n } ->α? α in the Euclidean topology. Let τ a U {{x a } U {^%: ^ 2 w}: m e ft)} generate r β+1 . Let | θ(α? α ) = 1 + max {j: x a is in the Euclidean closure of Bί Π Q*}. Note that the inductive hypothesis is satisfied and that for all j 2 p(x a ), x a ί τ α+1 -closure of Bi.
(b). There is some xe L\X β such that x is in the Euclidean Proof. From Lemma 1 obtain Q* such that for each ξ e (a\E), (Q* Π C ζ ) finite, and Q* is dense in the Euclidean topology. It now suffices to construct a clopen C a such that A a £ C α £ X α+1 and (Q*\C α ) is dense.
To this end let P be the set of all triples (a, 6, c> such that: (i) a and b are clopen, compact subsets of X a+1 , (ii) c is a finite subset of Q*, (iii) (αU A)f]b = 0, (iv) α Π c = 0 with the partial order of set containment in each coordinate. {<α, 6, c>: # 6 α U 6} is dense for each # 6 X α+ i. For each interval (V> O) with rational endpoints, <α, 6, c): (p, ?) Π c ^ 0} is dense.
For each finite union J of interval with rational endpoints and each finite c £ Q*, {(a, b, c): a £ /, (6 Π J) = 0 and c = c} is centered; hence P is ^-centered.
Let 6r £ P be generic with respect to the above dense sets. Let C« -U { a: f°r some b and c, <α, 6, c) 6 (?}. It is straightforward to show that C a is clopen, A a £ C α and (Q*\C a ) is dense.
• This completes the construction. We let X = X ω2 and r = τ ω2 . Clearly r is a locally compact, Γ 2 , first countable, separable and submetrizable topology on X. Since <X, τ> is first countable and submetrizable, it is real-compact [5] Proof. Assume \H\ < ^2 so that there is some clopen C £ X such that \C\ < « 2 and HQC.
Let K* = KΓ\C. By MA (σ-centered), since X is locally compact and submetrizable there exist disjoint open U and V such that H Q U and K* S V [1, 6] We could do the above constructions and proofs with ^2 replaced everywhere by V$i thus reducing the set theoretic assumptions to ZFC plus O A Dowker space with properties similar to X was claimed in [5] to follow from O The additional property of hereditary separability mentioned in [5] can be obtained by weaving in the idea of constructing hereditarily separable spaces from O in [7] to the above construction.
The space {X, τ> above is normal and each bounded or closed unbounded (referring to the indices) subspace is also normal. However, there is no reason to believe that (X, τ) is hereditarily normal.
